When the number of data generating sensors increases and the amount of sensing data grows to a scale that traditional methods cannot handle, big data methods are needed for sensing applications. However, big data is a fuzzy data science concept and there is no existing research architecture for it nor a generic application structure in the field of sensing. In this survey, we explore many scattered results that have been achieved by combining big data techniques with sensing and present our vision of big data in sensing. Firstly, we outline the application categories to generally summarize existing research achievements. Then we discuss the techniques proposed in these studies to demonstrate challenges and opportunities in this field. Finally, we present research trends and list some directions of big data in future sensing. Overall, mobile sensing and its related studies are hot topics, but other large-scale sensing researches are flourishing too. Although there are no "big data" techniques acting as research platforms or infrastructures to support various applications, multiple data science technologies, such as data mining, crowd sensing, and cloud computing, serve as foundations and bases of big data in the world of sensing.
Introduction
Big data, as a concept, was first proposed by META Group analyst Doug Laney in the 2001 research report [1] and his related lectures. Increasing volume (amount of data), velocity (speed of data), and variety (range of data types and sources) are used as three important characteristics to define big data. As for now, two new characters, value and veracity, are added by some organizations [2] to further illustrate the necessary properties of big data. This "5Vs" model, which is used for describing big data and its related challenges, like data capture, storage, search, sharing, transfer, analysis, and visualization, is a hot topic in current data science research field.
In the field of sensing, special issues are generated. With the exponential increasing number of data generating devices (such as computers, tablets, and sensors, especially smartphones), vast amount of data needs to be processed. Research methods for big data can be applied to various fields by utilizing sensing techniques, such as science, engineering, medicine, health care, finance, business, and ultimately the whole society. However, currently, there is still no generic and systematic big data research model in the world of sensing.
The vision of data processing in future sensing is vague and relevant infrastructures and structures have not yet been well defined. A road map has yet to be made, even though there have been published research papers. Techniques to collect, analyze, or process sensing data are usually ameliorated from existing data sciences, and, until now, there is no clear definition to describe what is "big data. " The most intuitive understanding that comes into people's mind is a large amount of data reflecting the space domain of data sourcing. In the 5Vs model, volume and variety are directly relevant to this understanding. In the world of sensing, large amount of data is usually gotten from a large sensing area, for example, town or city level sensing or the applications for Internet of Things.
Town or city level sensing relies not only on sensors within city infrastructures, but also on a large number of device owners willing to sense and contribute their data to 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks data aggregation platforms. A survey result shows that every day we create more than 2.5 quintillion bytes of data, and a prediction says that, in 2016, over 4.1 terabytes of data will be generated per day per square kilometer in urbanized land area. Furthermore, in 2016, it is estimated that 39.5 billion dollars will be spent on smart city technologies, up from 8.1 billion dollars in 2010 [3] . The pervasive use of mobile phones and other similar mobile sensing devices will account for a dominant portion of aforementioned increment. Smartphones enable everyone to collect data at any time and place. Although some sensing data may not be valuable to the sensor owner, they can be valuable to the scientific community.
Currently, building a generic sensing platform for a city scale data application faces many challenges. The first challenge is how to design a system in which users can benefit from data sharing [4, 5] . As one of the most important parts of city scale sensor, personal sensing devices are still within the "owner-is-the-user" model. Getting considerable benefits without personal information leakage is the baseline of making full use of individual sensing data, as privacy and security are general concerns. The second challenge is how to effectively collect the data scattered in the individual sensing devices. The large amount of data generated by distributed sensors typically does not have a central control or a centralized accounting device that can be notified when new data is generated.
Internet of Things (IoT) is a much broader concept which was formally proposed by Kevin Ashton in 2009 [6] as a technique for uniquely identifiable objects and their virtual representations in an Internet-like structure. This concept later develops into a worldwide architecture for sensing, computing, and communication. Such large amount of computing and communication resources enables sensing, capturing, collecting, and processing real-time data from billions of distributed devices and serves a great number of applications including health care, climate monitoring, earthquake detection, volcano monitoring, power grid control, smart home, and business intelligence [7] . In the prospective future, IoT will not be restricted to uniquely identifiable objects and their virtual representations. It will include billions of devices which pour vast amount of data to our existing network. Sensor networks increasingly enable applications and services to interact with the physical world; such services may be located across the Internet from sensing networks. Internet techniques, cloudy services, and smart assets are being used to store and analyze these data to improve networks' features, such as scalability and availability, which are required by future sensor networks that contain millions or even billions of devices.
Beside the "spacial domain, " "time domain" sensing data management is also a hot topic in data science. Realtime processing of large amount of sensing data normally requires very high computing abilities and large-scale hardware infrastructures. Even with sufficient resources, it is still challenging to reliably compile large-scale time-stamped data set. As examples in [8] demonstrated, the physical restrictions in the measurement systems, the limitations of computing abilities, the energy capacity, and the difficulties posed by certain measurement problems, will result in data loss, data errors, and ambiguities in data inferences. Long period sensing data analysis and storage are also important research topics in "time domain, " especially in the field of environmental monitoring and object behavior analysis [9] . Remote sensing technologies are wildly applied in environment related research fields. The data acquired and accumulated (usually in the form of images) requires large storage space and highly efficient analysis methods. For object behavior analysis, various techniques are applied and usually long term monitoring is required. Take [9] as an example; the accurate and continuous monitoring of lakes and inland seas is applied to analyze impact of climate changes and human activities on the terrestrial water resources since 1993.
In the rest of this survey paper, we first introduce the applications that motivate the big data sensing research in Section 2 and then summarize the existing techniques for big data sensing in Section 3 and propose the future research directions in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
Applications
In this section, we first introduce smartphones enabled big data applications including Internet of Things, crowd sensing, environment monitoring, and health monitoring. Then, we discuss the common issue of smartphone enabled applications.
Applications Enabled by Smartphones.
Today's smartphones serve not only as important communication devices, but also as computing and sensing devices with rich sets of embedded sensors, such as accelerometers, digital compasses, gyroscopes, GPS, microphones, and cameras. Generally, combining growing computing abilities, these sensors are enabling new applications across a wide variety of domains, such as human health care, social networks, safety, environmental or climate monitoring, and transportation. They lead to a new research area called mobile phone sensing [3, [10] [11] [12] . As the number of smartphone users increases rapidly across the whole world, large amount of data is generated, transferred, aggregated, and analyzed. The ubiquity of mobile phones and the increasing size of the data generated by sensors and applications lead to a new research domain across computing and social science. Big data, as a data science to process high volume information, is consequently involved in this field. Researchers have begun to address big data issues by using large-scale mobile data as an input to characterize and understand real-life phenomena, including individual traits, human mobility, communication, and interaction patterns.
Smartphones for Internet of Things.
Semantic-oriented vision, as one of the broader visions of Internet of Things (IoT), emphasizes on data integration and management from vast number of smart devices, such as smartphones, pads, sensor nodes, and other devices with the ability to send out information [13] . As one of the most important constituent parts of IoT, smartphones can not only provide more information than other devices, but also act as information collecting and distributing terminals. How to integrate diverse information is a big challenge of utilizing smartphones for IoT. In [14] , the authors proposed an approach to optimize data collection performance by updating routing structure of smartphones, which can also be applied to large amount of data processing in IoT.
Mobile data collected from wireless sensor networks are strongly spatial correlated; however, traditional methods are usually in static setting and the so-called optimal data collection trees are fixed and their performance suffers from link problems when mobile users change virtual sinks. The model proposed in this paper initializes an optimized tree and updates it according to users' accessing virtual sinks by locally modifying the previously constructed data collection tree. Their model is easy to implement, has low cost, and provides real-time data acquirement even when updating the tree structure. Similar techniques can be applied to vast amount of data collection and distribution structures by dynamically modifying the mobile access routing structure to achieve optimal performance [15, 16] . Similar to [14] , the authors proposed a model for data collection by using smartphones in [17] . Instead of optimizing data accessing routing, this paper focuses on construction of data center and relative database. By connecting smartphones and data center to the Internet, users can monitor sensor information remotely and in realtime.
Smartphones for Crowd Sensing.
Static sensing is traditional and mature but has node coverage, maintenance, and scalability issues. Mobile crowd sensing is more flexible, manageable, and scalable, especially when vast numbers of smartphones are used as sensing nodes in cities or towns. The fast increasing number of smartphone users, various inherent mobile applications, and exponential increasing capacity of 3G/4G networks lead to this new mobile sensing paradigm. Currently, smartphones are used as sensors for localization, personal/surrounding context recognition, traffic monitoring, and other daily life related applications. But, in the near future, other applications, such as environmental pollution detection, health care monitoring, and social life analysis, will generate large amount of sensing data. Unlike conventional sensor networks, mobile crowd sensing is more human related; therefore privacy and security should be carefully considered. Otherwise, smartphone users will be unwilling to share their devices and subsequent data with others. To the best of our knowledge, there is no mature platform for mobile crowd sensing and researchers are working in that direction. For example, researchers proposed Medusa [18] , which can provide high-level abstractions for stages in completing crowd sensing tasks and a distributed system which can coordinate the execution of these tasks between smartphones and the cloud.
How to attract users to participate in projects of crowd sensing becomes a very important problem. Unlike conventional methods of constructing sensor networks, there is less support from institutions or organizations. The willingness of personal users decides the scale of mobile crowd sensing. In [19] , two system models are proposed. The platform-centric model is designed to award participating users who share information with others, and the user-centric model can help individuals to ask for a reserve price for their sensing service. The former is run as a Stackelberg game to maximize the utility of this platform and no user can improve its utility by deviating from the current strategy unilaterally. In this model, the total benefit for user is fixed and competition exists. The second model introduces a strategy in which users calculate their won cost and ask for prices. In this model, users receive payments which are not lower than their asked prices, if their prices are accepted. These two models normalize user behaviors in crowd sensing networks to protect users' benefits, in order to encourage individuals to join in sharing networks.
In the above two paragraphs, we introduced two popular applications in mobile crowd sensing. With the rapidly increasing number of smartphones, more and more research topics are developed, like strategy of data collection, mobile sensing performance, communication quality, privacy and security, energy efficiency, and other categories of applications. The fast development of mobile crowd sensing not only leads to a generation of vast amounts of data, but also requires fast and efficient data processing abilities. Science of big data can be one of mobile crowd sensing's fundamental research fields [20] .
Smartphones for Environment
Monitoring. Weather and environment monitoring are usually the responsibility of governments and some specific institutions. But if billions of mobile phones can be utilized for such jobs, more diversified and abundant information can be used to improve human's living conditions. Currently, combined with a cloud of supporting web services, large amount of smart mobile devices make such a distributed data collection infrastructure possible, though not immediately usable. An appropriate platform can be used in this field for further applications. Paper [21] proposed the Personal Environmental Impact Report (PEIR), a system that combines web and personal mobile techniques to inform users of environmental impact and exposure, which can help people make more informed and responsible decisions. PEIR is built on location tracing and GPS records that are sampled. Based on the GPS information, users' trips are predicted and environmental impact or exposure measurements are aggregated from each trip. This platform can be used for a number of applications, such as traffic condition measurement, environmental pollution monitoring, and vehicle emission estimating. Though only four applications were proposed by the authors, new models can be developed based on this platform and scalability, stability, performance, and usability are the foreseeable promising directions for this kind of platforms.
While the above paper [21] shows an example of platform building for environment monitoring using smartphones, [22] is a good instance to show a specialized application. Nericell is a system designed to make full use of mobile phone sensing components to provide rich sensing information about the road and traffic conditions. In this system, microphones, GSM radios, and GPS sensors are organized to detect potholes, bumps, braking, and honking. The large amounts of mobile phones and the variety of information from each mobile device can guarantee an effective road and traffic condition detection without significant energy consumption. Unlike similar approaches which use meaningful digital information, Nericell also utilizes sharp changes of analog signals like acceleration alternation from accelerometers and then builds certain models to detect incontinuous vehicle running behaviors. This type of application largely enriches the utilization of smartphone sensors and shows a broader prospect of mobile sensing.
Smartphones for Health Monitoring.
On-body sensing with small, inexpensive, and low-power sensors has led to series of research on human health monitoring. With the improvement of artificial intelligence and computing capability of mobile devices, machine learning has been applied to provide health suggestions by analyzing data acquired by sensors [23] . Mobile phones, as the "most frequently carried devices, " are the best human behavior monitor devices. Without buying expensive sensors or carrying additional heavy sensors, people can simply get their activities and health suggestions from their cell phones. Researchers have found that regular daily activity is important to people's physical and psychological health, regardless of their static body conditions. Therefore, mobile phones can be the best choice over any other approaches if they are carefully utilized. Paper [24] introduces UbiFit Garden, a system that is designed to interpret and reflect on the data about people's physical activities, and provides certain health information to users. This system is comprised of three parts: (i) a fitness device which uses 3D accelerometer and barometer to acquire and process data, (ii) an interactive application which runs on mobile phones to interact with users about practice activities, and (iii) a glanceable display that presents key information about the user's physical activities and goal attainments. Though a special designed fitness device is used in this paper, the proposed technique can leverage the 3D accelerometers and barometers in smartphones as well. Based on this platform, a smartphone network can be built and people's health information can be aggregated, compared, and analyzed by central servers; then, useful health suggestions are sent back to individuals' smartphones based on machine learning or doctor suggestions (if certain health institutions are involved).
Common Issue of Smartphone Related Applications.
In previous sections, we introduced different applications enabled by smartphones. One common research issue among the wide variety of applications that use smartphones as sensing data sources is power consumption. With the development of smartphones, more and more embedded devices and powerful processors are attached. Therefore, smartphones consume significantly more energy than the previous generation of cellular phones. A smartphone which never stops using its GPS, not to mention those applications which might combine GPS with other components, may run out of energy within several hours. So, for every newly developed application, power consumption is an unavoidable problem.
Crowd sensing with smartphones (and its advantages) is discussed in the previous subsection; for example, observing and measuring phenomena over a large area by collecting and sharing data is implied [25] . However, due to limited battery storage, smartphones usually cannot support nonstop sensing tasks. Thus, for every newly developed application, power consumption should be considered. This paper proposed a Mobile Publish/Subscribe (MoPS) middleware system which focuses on the requirements of mobile and resourceconstrained environments with a goal of reducing overall energy consumption and building a general platform for mobile crowd sensing. The basic idea of MoPS is filtering out uninteresting data from mobile Internet-connected objects to avoid redundant information being transferred to the cloud. The filter method for sensor data depends on contexts before transmission. For example, a specific application is covered by multiple smartphones and only one needs to transfer data to the cloud.
Reference [26] focuses on how to save power from smartphones, presence services. The main idea of this paper is similar to MoPS. By analyzing a large mobile data challenge data set, smartphones learn and infer user presence status by using available context data to enable nonintrusive and energy-efficient maintenance automatically. Besides using the calendar or other settings as static grounds for status alternating, GPS, accelerometers, and microphones are applied to sense user's behaviors. Whenever people enter an "unavailable" or another status in which it is not convenient for users to response to a real-time conversation, the presence service frequency is reduced. Since smartphones usually have a considerable number of present related applications, turning off presence service is an effective method to save power.
Techniques for Smartphone Enabled
Applications. Smartphones, due to their vast number, wide coverage range, multiple embedded sensing components, significant computing ability, and convenient network accessing, are currently considered to be the largest sensing data source. The potential of embedded components (e.g., cameras, microphones, GPS, compresses, and accelerometers) is not yet well developed. Every combination or new application of these components can provide a brand new direction for mobile sensing. For example, utilizing microphones to detect vehicle horns can infer traffic conditions [22] . With the development of computing capabilities, every mobile phone can act as a high performance terminal, in which case cloud and parallel computing can be applied with the help of multiple network accessing ability like WiFi, 3G, Bluetooth, and so forth. Based on these hardware advantages of smartphones, various software designs and policies are proposed. These include information sharing tactics, data management, privacy preservation, and security protection. At the system level, scalability, robustness, and other requirements call for further research and novel techniques. On the other hand, techniques of studying smartphone sensing are highly diversified. Multiple existing data science techniques (e.g., cloud computing [27] , data mining [28, 29] ) have been applied in this field. In [27] , an approach (called Pickle) was proposed to prevent privacy leakage when applying cloud computing to collaborative learning for mobile sensing. Pickle perturbs the training data by premultiplying a private random matrix to train feature vector matrices. Since the private random matrix can be seen only at the user side, user's information is unavailable to cloud server or other participants after perturbing.
Data mining is considered as another frequently used technique to analyze smartphone sensing information. Various embedded sensing devices (e.g., cameras, microphones, accelerometers, light sensors, and GPS) generate abundant information to achieve innovative applications. When large amount of sensing data are aggregated together, data mining can be applied to extract useful and interesting information from them. The rapid growth of smartphone number shows great opportunity for data mining and introduces new challenges at the same time. Paper [30] (i) discusses the limitation and impact on applying data mining to mobile sensing in detail and (ii) introduces their solution: a method based on their wireless sensor data mining which is a smartphone-based sensor mining architecture. In this paper, the authors discussed issues which include the following: limited resources, scalability, real-time responsibility, granularity, configurability of polling rate, interactions with normal phone functions, conflicts with the needs of sensor mining, convenience for developers, self-learning ability, tradeoffs between application scalability and limited resources, database management, I/O bottleneck of real-time transmission, parallelism requirements, pipelining requirements, programing language choice, algorithms for different application, secure connection/communication/storage, privacy control, trade-offs between sensing mining performance and energy/resources, and data compression (encoding).
Besides the above mature data analyzing sciences, other general or special purpose techniques are also developed. For example, [31] introduces a method which can utilize humancarried mobile phones to mule information from distributed sensors to other sensor nets.
Other Applications.
Besides the smartphone enabled applications, wireless sensor networks [32] [33] [34] [35] also enable a lot of applications. In this section, we introduce these applications including building energy management, pollution monitoring, and smart transportation systems.
Building Energy Management.
Since sensor devices need to continuously collect data, energy management of sensor devices [36] [37] [38] is critical. On the other hand, utilizing sensors for building energy management [39] [40] [41] is an emergent application in sensor network community. As one of the most important research fields in the world of sensing, building energy management investigates energy consumption information in both space and time domains, by utilizing smart meters. The energy utility companies in the United States have deployed millions of "smart meters" in both residential and commercial buildings to better understand the electricity demand of consumers. This advanced metering infrastructure generates huge amount of data about the energy consumption of a customer at high granularity (e.g., at second level). But the utility companies have been inefficient at getting maximum utilization from such a wealth of data. About 27% of the total electricity consumption in the USA is utilized for thermal conditioning (HVAC), that is, heating and cooling of premises in response to the outside temperature. One of the recent works [42] focused on building thermal profiles of residential energy users using smart meter data. Another paper [43] by the same authors leveraged the concept by building thermal profiles at both individual and group levels and applying them in a dynamic model for studying the thermal sensitivity in a given sample of users. Such profiles can also be utilized by the utility companies in their demand-response programs that focus on temperature-dependent consumption. The paper also analyzed the seasonal and time-of-day effects on thermal sensitivity at both individuals and their neighborhoods. Finally, it presented a methodology for aggregation of thermal profiles based on geographically homogeneous groups of users.
The rate at which data are being generated from the current electric microgrids and smart grids is tremendous. Efficient utilization of the generated real-time streaming sensor data remains a challenging task considering the sheer volume, complexity, and the rate of acquisition. Therefore, there is an urgent need to effectively manage and control such data via advanced processing, modelling, optimization, real-time forecasting, and analytics. There are internal factors (related to the grid) and external factors (e.g., weather, user behavior, and user economics) that affect the management of real-time data. Paper [44] proposes large-scale predictive analytics for real-time energy management by deploying a microgrid in a university campus aiming at maximizing its operational benefits. This particular environment was chosen due to the rich resources of cutting-edge analytics and high performance computing available for studying the huge and complex real-time data streams generated by the deployed microgrid. The proposed model aims at improving operational efficiency, lowering operating costs, and reducing the overall carbon footprint of the microgrid by using novel time series prediction algorithms.
Today,s residential and commercial buildings are equipped with large number of different sensors and smart meters. These devices are primarily used as a mode of providing value added services by service providers and getting important feedback for customers on their usage patterns. But these devices can be used to make unwanted inferences about occupants and their behaviors. The research paper [45] explores this possibility of unwanted inferences (e.g., privacy) from the sensor data available to the utility companies. It attempts to infer answers to the following questions: (i) is a particular space occupied? (ii) how many people are there in that space? (iii) if that space is occupied, what are its occupants' identities? and (iv) which particular subspaces do they occupy? The paper focuses on inferences from two different types of sources: motion sensors (i.e., passive infrared sensors) installed by security companies and smart electric meters deployed by utility companies.
In the current era of smart meters deployed by the utility companies, the rate at which data is being generated by such smart devices is immense. The consumers, who are the key stakeholders of the energy usage data, are often not involved in the analysis of this data. There are no existing systems which (i) empower users with access controls and (ii) provide control and access of their energy usage data with high granularity. In [46] , the authors propose a new system design which (i) offers cloud-based personal data and execution containers for persistent data storage and (ii) at the same time gives independence to consumers in choosing their analytic algorithms. In this system, the consumers can also utilize third party applications which analyze data in a privacy-preserving fashion. Finally, the containers can also be utilized for secure and private control of home appliances from any Internet-enabled device.
Pollution Monitoring.
Urban air pollution is one of the growing concerns in major cities worldwide. Large amount of data in the form of air pollution maps helps health protection agencies in assessing air quality. Ultrafine particles (UFPs) are often neglected as atmospheric pollutants, due to their small contribution to the total particle mass. The authors in [47] try to understand the impact of these high spatial variability particles on human health by proposing a mobile measurement system for producing accurate UFP pollution maps with high spatiotemporal resolution. The static measurement systems are inefficient at measuring such kinds of highly spatial variability pollutants. Moreover, these systems have high acquisition and maintenance costs. To enable a large urban coverage, the proposed system has its 10 sensor nodes installed on top of public transport vehicles. It also utilizes land-use regression models for modeling pollution concentrations at locations not covered by the mobile sensor nodes.
Smart Transportation System.
Today's modern cities are one of the major contributors to the generation of big data. The different mobile sensing devices as well as the city infrastructure sensors produce large amounts of data, which provide a wealth of information about their surroundings and can be utilized for improving the social lives of human beings. In the current scenario of more precise and pervasive sensing, lots of dynamic information about individual cars becomes available through car-to-car (C2C) and car-toinfrastructure (C2I) communication. Paper [48] dwells on the possible research area of dynamic infrastructure-to-car communication where dynamic information about vehicles is exploited. The main contribution of the paper is a model of a distributed intelligent speed adaptation system. The authors also provide a formal proof about the correct dissemination of speed limit information by such a system. This information is in the form of speed advice from traffic centers, traffic sign detectors, or obstacle detectors. The paper proposes a global control system, to be used by highway authorities, for considering incidents (such as accidents, construction sites, or traffic jams) which are well beyond the scope of sensor coverage of a local vehicle. The paper also identifies the safely operable bounds of such a system.
In [49] , the authors present Context-Aware Platform using Integrated Mobile services (CAPIM) which is basically a platform enabling smart management of the large amount of available contextual information. CAPIM focuses on collection and aggregation of context data (e.g., location, user's profile, and characteristics) through smart services offered by mobile devices like smartphones and tablet PCs that have multiple sensors. The platform supports collaborative environment by enabling its users to learn about their surroundings through sharing data without too much user interaction. The authors then present an intelligent transportation system that is designed on top of CAPIM, for improving the understanding of traffic related problems. Finally, they propose a solution called context-aware framework which deals with the efficient storage of context data on a larger scale.
Summary of Big Data Techniques
As discussed above, a lot of applications are in the urgent need of novel big data techniques. However, big data itself is a new data science. Currently, there is no mature architecture for it. Presently, some of the researchers in this field are devoting themselves to building general platforms, architectures, and analysis methodologies. The others are focusing on developing solutions for particular problems.
Platform Development.
One of the significant features of sensing in future is "gigantism. " Concepts like smart cities and IoT require vast number of sensors to work together under certain control policies. Conventional topologies, policies, architectures, and methods are no longer suitable. Platforms which can deal at city level, country level, or even world level with sensor data are in need.
In [4] , the authors explored five key challenges, which all researchers will face in the field of future sensing in developing a city level sensing platform. The first challenge mentioned is crowd sourcing and collaboration. This is mainly about how to create a mature system from which users can get tangible benefits through sharing and using information. Current single-provider model no longer fits the requirement of future sensing but multiple-provider model is suffering from lack of structure and consistency. A mature platform must support operations for sharing, annotating, reusing, and analyzing data itself. The second challenge is heterogeneity and disparity. Sensing data in a city are distributed anywhere and it is impossible to aggregate them in one central location. Data collected by individuals under diverse regimes are different as a matter of course. An effective informatics system which can extract useful information from different data format is necessary. The third challenge is multiresolution and multiscale which relate to the fact that there is no unified standard for sensing so far. While data from different sources are aggregated for new applications, multiresolution is the first problem researchers are facing. Even worse, will the conclusion based on these resources lead to future ambiguity? The fourth challenge is data uncertainty and trustworthiness. Data from some sources may be wrongly calibrated or inaccurate due to sensing devices. Sensor system should be able to identify uncertainty and distinguish trustful information sources from others and ensure that users can manage and get profits from different sources. The fifth challenge is model and decision making. The quality of analysis depends on data and leveraging weights of different data sources are key issues. Moreover, the costs of time and resources processing and analyzing large amounts of data are too high given that real-time decisions need to be made.
Paper [5] focuses on building cloud-based big data architecture for supporting sensor services. Data quality is key aspect of their system. The purpose of this paper is building a sensing infrastructure for federated sensor services paradigm. However, several design requirements must be considered. The first one is models for feed content and quality. A cloud network designed for federated sensor services should be able to satisfy customers' requirements in terms of both content and quality. The second is techniques for feed discovery, composition, and adaptation. Techniques for a federated sensor services' cloud should be able to adapt various environmental dynamics. The third is markup language. A semantics-rich markup language is required for user applications to express their feed requirements and feed providers. The fourth is massively scalable feed storage and analytics. A federated sensor service cloud should provide scalable storage and analytic services for feeds. The fifth is pricing models and service-level agreements (SLA). Benefits are incentives for users to join certain services. A federated sensor service cloud should be able to support real-time pricing model, based on service quality. And an effective SLA is critical for sensor data markets.
The authors of [17] proposed another model that is designed for wireless sensor networks to aggregate sensor data from various devices. Nowadays, a vast amount of mobile devices is connected to Internet and users can get access to sensing data by using user-friendly mobile applications anytime and anywhere. Then integration of all sorts of data through Internet is challenging. The proposed model in this paper fully utilizes existing infrastructures to aggregate, process, and distribute data. It can be considered as ubiquitous since it is designed for general data integration scenes. The whole model contains a REST Web service which relies on open standards such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Extensible Markup Language (XML) and a MySQL database to store information from mobile devices. Then, the data can be delivered to mobile clients in XML messages by HTTP servers.
Data Processing Techniques.
Big data, just as its name implies, is a data science which cannot be easily processed using existing infrastructure or data processing methods. Currently, researchers are working in two directions to solve this problem. One is modifying and improving current infrastructures, for instance, strengthening processing abilities or optimizing computing structures, to handle data more efficiently. Another direction is developing new data management methods. Various techniques are applied in each direction and it is hard to categorize them precisely. So, we only introduce several representative papers in this section.
In [50] , the authors introduce a well designed sensor network (RACNet) that can be used for monitoring data center's environmental conditions. RACNet is a large-scale sensor network for high-fidelity data center environmental monitoring. The sensor nodes of this network are custommade. And the protocol applied here is a congestion control policy called Wireless Reliable Acquisition Protocol (WRAP), which is developed by leveraging frequency and time multiplexing. The experimental results show that RACNet can improve the data center's safety and energy efficiency. WRAP is the most important part in RACNet for reliable wireless data acquisition. It inherits advantages from both distributed and centralized data collection policies. A distributed system will suffer channel contention which eventually leads to packet losses due to lack of coordination, especially under high network load, while a centralized data collection system requires additional communication load from or to the gateway, especially when the number of nodes in a network is large. The square increasing control information load adds a great burden to the large-scale sensing network. As a hybrid approach, WRAP transfers tokens, which can be passed one by one through distributed nodes, to exchange authority of sending control information. Thus, tokens can avoid being passed to interflow contention which may lead to congestion and packet loss.
In [51] , the authors propose prediction models to improve geometric monitoring framework. These models provide significant communication savings ranging from two to three orders of magnitude, compared to the transmission cost of the original monitoring framework. Multiple predictor models are proved to fit this kind of large-scale monitoring network. Actually, the concepts of the predictor models proposed in this paper have existed for a long time, but applying them to significantly reduce the communication burden is the key idea of building a big data sensing network. If the current infrastructure cannot afford the impact of rapid growing data volume, there is a need to improve or redesign current systems for higher computing abilities or data throughput.
Paper [52] introduces a data management method that is designed for data query processing. Packets sent by sensors usually lack time information, and even timestamps are embedded. Query processing is still challenging due to the infinite amount of sensor data. Conventional model-based query processing approaches mostly employ the relational data model on top of modeled segments of sensor data. MapReduce is applied in the cloud era to have time series stored in key value stores. In this paper, the authors proposed KVI-index, which combines the advantages of key value stores and the MapReduce parallel computing together, to dynamically accommodate new sensor data segments efficiently.
Opportunistic sensing is another new approach which exploits sensing capabilities of mobile devices. It can be applied as tactics to enlarge mobile sensing scales without additional investments. Paper [53] describes a framework for fully distributed opportunistic sensing which can perform recruitment and collect data. Profile-cast and opportunistic geocast are used for recruitment. An original version of profile-cast aims at reaching nodes which match a certain target profile, but the recruitment also needs to reach the nodes that match only a part of the target profile. Based on opportunistic geocast, geodissemination which calculates EVR for the buildings in the traces, instead of for the hexagonal cells, achieves better performance when recruiting nodes. Similar to the recruiting case, data collection aims to reach any of the nodes that match the target profile, since sensing nodes are usually greatly out of sync.
Another way of dealing with large amount of data is compression. Different compressing algorithms suit different application scenes. Paper [54] introduces GAMPS, a compressing method which processes sensing data before they are aggregated in data center for mining. Though the compressing method is not lossless, maximum error is acceptable compared to the significant profits. Two key ideas are proposed in this paper. One is dynamically compressing data in a group which contains related signals, and the other is considering different amplitudes of signals and reconstructing the joint signal within the maximum allowed reconstruction error bound. Besides these two compressing methods, GAMPS maintains an index so that several important queries can be issued directly from compressed data.
The authors of [55] worked on a data set which is relatively "big. " In this realm of wireless sensing, nodes with deployed devices are usually inexpensive and have limited computing ability, energy, bandwidth, and storage space. In this kind of sensing networks, there are new challenges in data processing and dissemination. Though the total amount of data is not that large, compared to the limitation of sensor nodes, novel techniques are still required to improve the networks' data processing capabilities. The method proposed in this paper compresses data streams from different sensors based on the historical information they carried. Though not lossless, the compressing algorithm in this paper has a lower compressing error ratio than conventional methods. The method is designed to find correlation and redundancy from measured information of the same sensors. A base signal is extracted based on the difference of correlation signals which are from real measurement features. These measurement features are used to encode signals as well. The proposed algorithm is not restricted to particular sensing application scenario. So it can be applied to any data set in which correlation and redundancy exist.
Sensing in the future will grow in size with no doubt, and large amount of data can be aggregated in many physical systems over time. But since these series usually exhibit various behaviors, it is challenging to build one static model to analyze them efficiently and benefit from the growth of data. In [56] , a dynamic model which integrates multiple existing models is proposed. It selects suitable models for different series based on their extracted features. In the feature extraction techniques which are used for individual time series, both linear and nonlinear methods are applied. The main idea known as "trajectory mining" is used to model the evolution path of time series in the feature space. This paper shows that combining and improving current techniques is a convenient way to solve the upcoming sensing data problems.
Techniques for Specific Problems.
The increasing scope of applications of the wireless sensor networks is producing data at an extremely higher rate than before. The sudden inconsistencies of data, or outliers, often affect applications which heavily rely on timely and reliable sensory data. Current approaches to identifying outlier values introduce an overwhelming communication overhead which limits their practical implementations. The researcher of [57] proposes Tunable Approximate Computation of Outliers (TACO), an outlier detection framework that trades bandwidth for accuracy. TACO supports various similarity measures such as the cosine similarity, the correlation coefficient, and the Jaccard coefficient. It involves two levels of hashing mechanisms. The first level deals with dimensional reduction using locality sensitive hashing. The second level of hashing comes into picture during the intracluster communication phase. TACO also employs a boosting process for improving its accuracy. The TACO's novel load balancing and comparison pruning mechanisms ensure reduced processing and communication load at clusterheads, resulting in a more uniform, intracluster power consumption. Therefore, TACO can prolong unhindered network operations.
Recently, the wide-area shared sensing has been the center of attraction. Different from a typical wireless sensing application, it has certain characteristics such as a relatively diverse set of queries (e.g., Max/Min, Sum, Uniform Samples, Quantiles, Top-k readings, frequent readings, and pushbased data collection). There are several reasons for using the push-based data collection technique, for example, large number of geographically dispersed sensors, substantial high query rate to the shared sensor compared to the data collection or reporting frequency of the sensor, and occasional connectivity of some sensors (e.g., once per hour) for data reporting purposes. These reasons make it unfeasible to use pull-based data collection at query time. The portals usually outsource data collection and query processing tasks to the third parties, called aggregators who provide data aggregation services. Such an outsourced aggregation model faces key security challenges such as the fact that aggregators can be untrusted, compromised, or even malicious. Thus the correctness of answers provided by aggregators should be verified to prevent incorrect query answers.
Currently, there is a need to maximize the overall value of the collected data, subject to resource constraints, in a particular class of sensor networks that focus on the reliable collection of high-resolution signals. The main characteristic of such systems is that the collected data is more than the amount of data that can be delivered to the base station, due to the severe limitations on radio bandwidth and energy. These systems also cannot utilize the in-network data aggregation due to the high data rates and raw signals requirement. Moreover, applications look for the most "interesting" signals rather than wasting resources on "uninteresting" signals. Some examples of sensor network applications where highresolution signals are needed from low-power wireless sensor nodes include monitoring acoustic, seismic and vibration waveforms in bridges, industrial equipment, volcanoes, and animal habitats. The researchers in [58] present Lance, a system that aims at providing value-driven bandwidth and energy management framework for high-data-rate sensor networks. Lance uses cost estimators to predict the energy cost for reliably downloading each Application Data Unit from the network. It also utilizes user-supplied policy modules for decoupling resource allocation mechanisms from application-specific policies, allowing the system to be tailored to a broad range of applications.
Security and Privacy Preserving
Techniques. In this field, researchers have investigated secure network protocols [59, 60] and privacy-preserving techniques [61, 62] . The design and evaluation of large-scale urban sensing networks often utilize mobility traces of people. There is a growing privacy concern about the public availabilities of such real user traces. The reason that the synthetic movement models produce inaccurate traces in network design is leading to increasing efforts towards having real-world participants in such systems. The effectiveness of some cloaking techniques, such as introducing noise or reducing the resolution of the recorded data, in protecting privacy of the real-world users is not known. Hence, the side information or the information about the whereabouts of the participants (victims) in public spaces can be obtained by an adversary over an extended period of time. The researchers in [63] analyze, both theoretically and experimentally, the ways in which an attack can be carried out by an adversary either through direct observations or indirect information sources based on the huge amounts of publicized data about real user traces available on either consolidated data portals or websites. The results indicate that it may lead to potential privacy breach. The researchers of [64] present SECOA, the first unified framework with a family of optimally secured (i.e., no false positive/negative) protocols. SECOA supports a large set of aggregations with Most Popular Readings and Frequent Readings aggregation in a secure aggregation scheme. SECOA also utilizes RSA encryption in one-way chains for aggressive optimization to reduce computation overhead.
The amount of data that smartphones are generating is huge with the help of various embedded sensors. The need for classification of data naturally arises. The researchers in [61] explore an entirely new way of building robust classifiers through collaborative learning where users contribute sensor data as training samples such as audio clips. Such learning enables user diversity; thus it helps train a model to robustly recognize the environment the user is in. The employment of cloud computing platform for classifier construction raises privacy concern on submitted samples. The authors propose Pickle, a new approach to privacy-preserving collaborative learning. It encourages user's participation by ensuring privacy of the contributed training samples. Pickle also boasts many desirable properties such as high accuracy, independent user operation, tuning the level of privacy, and robustness to poisoning attacks.
There is a growing privacy concern on the large number of applications available on the Apple iPhone App Store that are accessing private user information without user's consent. The private user information can be user's location, address book, music, photos, and unique identifiers such as IMEI number, UDID, and Wi-Fi MAC addresses. The incorporation of free applications from untrusted developers who rely on third party advertisement frameworks as a source of income often leads to access of private information by these advertisement frameworks when a particular user installs such an application. The authors in [65] compare the other leading mobile OS platform Android with Apple iOS. Android puts the responsibility of reviewing app permissions on users at the time of download while iOS checks apps before including them on App Store. But due to the recent cases of private data leakage because of some applications on iOS, there has been a public outcry in general. The authors propose the ProtectMyPrivacy system which detects access to private information by apps at runtime. The unique feature of this system is its crowdsourced recommendation engine which provides app privacy recommendations based on collected and analyzed user protection decisions.
In today's era, where mobile devices such as smartphones and PDAs are ever-growing in terms of sensing, computation, storage, and communication capabilities, huge amounts of data are being generated by such devices very rapidly. People now are active data contributors instead of being just passive data users as was the case several years ago. People-centric urban sensing is one of the promising fields in this new direction which supports urban-scale distributed data collection, analysis, and sharing. But the privacy concerns in such a system result in user reluctance for participation in contributing personal data. For example, a study on relationship between air quality and public health requires researchers to obtain people's health data such as heart rates, blood pressure levels, and weights for some aggregate statistics. But most of people will not provide their personal data unless they assure that their data will not be misused to invade their privacy. The researchers in [62] propose PriSense, a privacypreserving data aggregation solution in people-centric urban sensing. PriSense consists of two main components: one for dealing with additive aggregation functions and the other for nonadditive aggregation functions. It utilizes the concept of data slicing and mixing. It can support different functions such as Sum, Average, Variance, Count, Max/Min, Median, Histogram, and Percentile with accurate aggregation results. The level of user privacy can be increased substantially by tuning threshold number of colluding users and aggregation servers.
Future Research Directions
With the development of sensing techniques and rapid growth of sensing devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets) large amount of sensing data will be generated and, thus, big data has become a hot topic. However, big data is a relatively new concept in the world of data sciences. The future research directions of big data in sensing have a lot of challenges and also great opportunities for researchers.
Mature infrastructures for sensing data generation, collection, classification, analysis, and processing are desired. For now, several key network techniques [66, 67] can be applied to build this kind of general purpose infrastructures. Cloud computing and parallel structure are essential techniques to build high performance platforms. Grid or stream computing and relevant programming models beyond Hadoop/MapReduce and STORM can be used to define basic architectures of future sensing. Currently, sensor networks are usually restricted to small regions. They are commonly developed and maintained by individuals, labs, or certain groups. However, sensor networks in the future should be at the town or city level, or even world level. They are expected to be maintained by large companies, institutions, or governments. Data will be aggregated and distributed in different methods to all potential users. Therefore, large profits will be gained during the data sharing process. Smartphone sensing is the forerunner of building such large-scale networks and it is one of the top concerned topics in this research field. Mobile sensing will lead this field in the coming future. Therefore, existing localization techniques [68, 69] should be improved to support mobile sensing.
Based on certain infrastructures, data management methods will bloom. But other data sciences have been introduced to solve problems in the world of big data, such as data mining, crowd sourcing, techniques on data base, data management, security and privacy, data protection and integrity, data storage, machine learning, and neural networks. Currently, researchers are focusing on data management performance based on existing techniques. But in the future, with the development of sensing infrastructure, high performance data management methods will flourish. These data management methods include (i) different optimization techniques which improve data analysis ability, (ii) compression methods which condense data values, and (iii) searching approaches which extract useful information from database.
With the development of data infrastructures and data management methods, it is foreseeable that sensing in the future will step into every corner of this world, for example, smart grids [70] [71] [72] . Then more security and privacy problems will arise. Without solving security problems, techniques may introduce damages instead of profits. Currently, researchers are mostly focusing on privacy leakages and user data protection. However, with the development of sensing infrastructures and data management techniques, more and more sensing data will flood. Then the sensor network itself can be a target of attackers, just like Internet. Current sensor packets are usually not encrypted and a single node which runs the same protocols can decode information from the network or even inject attacker's malicious information. To address this problem, we need encryption which leads to additional burden to sensor nodes and may impact energy efficiency of sensor networks. How to protect sensing information efficiently is a promising direction.
Applications and research methods are inseparably interconnected. Various and innumerable applications might be developed based on people's needs as determined by the big data collected, processed, and analyzed over time. Though, currently, smartphones enabled applications are the most popular applications in the sensing world, other sensing applications (such as monitoring systems, remote sensing, and sustainable computing) are also promising directions to be investigated in the future.
Conclusion
In this survey paper, we introduced research circumstances of big data in the field of sensing. We first introduce different applications that deal with big sensing data and then summarize techniques used to solve the big sensing data problems. Finally, we propose some future research directions. A large number of platforms which have the capacity for sensing at the city level are still in the designing concept stage, but a lot of research methods have been proposed. Though most of them are based on existing data processing and management techniques, they are still very useful. Mobile sensing and smartphone applications are still considered as the most popular topic. Researchers will dedicate themselves to smartphone applications in the near future because it is the most mature large-scale sensor network so far.
